Join us on Thursday, December 10 from 4:30 – 6 pm for a Zoom webinar discussing the reconstruction of race relations post-election 2020. The webinar will be moderated by Andrea Gabor, The Bloomberg Professor of Business Journalism at Baruch College’s Weissman School of Arts and Sciences. She is the author of four books, most recently, After the Education Wars: How Smart Schools Upend the Business of Reform.

**Panel Experts**

- **Reverend Al Sharpton**
  Author of *Rise Up, Confronting A Country at the Crossroads*, Reverend Sharpton, is a civil rights leader, founder of the National Action Network, and host of MSNBC’s PoliticsNation.

- **Viviana Rivera-Burgos**
  Assistant Professor in the Political Science Department at Baruch College’s Weissman School of Arts and Sciences, Professor Rivera-Burgos specializes in American public opinion and political behavior, particularly as they relate to racial and ethnic minorities.

- **Derek Black**
  Currently a Professor of Law at the University of South Carolina, where he holds the Ernest F. Hollings Chair in Constitutional Law, Professor Derek Black is one of the nation’s foremost experts in education law and policy. He is the author of *Schoolhouse Burning: Public Education and the Assault on American Democracy*.